
EE 267 Lab 3 Notes 

General: 
- The focus of this lab is on rendering methods, computation time, human perception and 

anaglyph rendering.  

Starter Files: 
This week, you’ll be writing in JavaScript and GLSL. Below are the starter files we provide to 
you. Please look through all files and understand this code before editing. 

● Libraries: We use the same libraries as before. These include Three.js, stats.js, 
TeapotBufferGeometry.js, jquery.js, FileSaver.js, and jszip.js. 

● Shaders folder: You’ll be editing these files! We start you off with a proper 
implementation of the Multiple Lighting Phong Shader. From this, we ask you to 
Foveated, Depth of Field, and anaglyph shaders. You’ll modify the specific 
shaders for these tasks that we’ve already built for you. Please refer to last 
week’s notes and homework for implementation details of GLSL. 

● utils.js: These functions haven’t changed. 
● transform.js: Please extend this file. For standard, foveated, and DoF rendering, 

we will use the same Model, View, and Projection matrices as before. For 
Anaglyph rendering, you will need to compute new view and projection matrices 
for each eye. See lecture notes for details. We’ve created the matrices and 
parameters you’ll need to fill in but leave the implementation up to you. 

● Teapot.js: Our teapot class. Nothing changed from last week’s Teapot 
implementation.  

● stateController.js: We’ve modified the stateController class to keep track of the 
mouse position, used for foveated rendering. Additionally, we’ve modified the 
button bar at the top of the rendering page. You can switch between rendering 
modes by clicking the button or using your number keys 1-4. 

● render.js: We’ve modified render.js for use with the extended shading you’ll be 
implementing in this assignment. To begin, notice how all teapots are now using 
the multiPhong shader. Second, we create four new renderers - one for each 
style of rendering we ask you to implement. You’ll look deeper into what each 
renderer does in the individual class files. Finally, we have expanded the 
animate() function to render the scene into the correct frame buffer, vertex 
shader, and fragment shader.  Please look over the changes we’ve made. 

● standardRenderer.js: We’ve extended the standardRenderer to include a 
renderOnTarget function, which acts just like the render function, but you’re 
able to specify a frame buffer you’d like to render into with this function. The 
function takes in a THREE.WebGLRenderTarget in addition to the modelMat, 
viewMat, and projectionMat. Please review this class. 



● foveatedRenderer.js: Edit this! The foveated render creates an FBO as a 
WebGLRenderTarget which will be used as the texture map in the material 
uniforms. We also create a plane object at the front of our clipping space. The 
plane is size 2x2, centered about the origin. However textures are mapped onto 
the plane in UV coordinates, ranging from 0 to 1. This plane is assigned the 
material with the new WebGLRenderTarget and is added as the only object in 
the scene. Within this class, we ask you to calculate the eccentricity values e1 
and e2, as well as the pixel visual angle. 

● dofRenderer.js: The DoF renderer is similar to the foveatedRenderer. We have 
added a depth map, inverse projection matrix, and eye parameters into the 
material properties, which are passed to the vertex and fragment shaders. The 
creation of a 2D plane whose material contains the texture and depth map from 
our previous rendering pass is identical to that of the foveatedRenderer. 

● anaglyphRenderer.js: For anaglyph rendering, we create two FBOs, one for each 
eye. Both of these will be passed into the vertex and fragment shaders via the 
plane whose material contains both of these textures. 

● displayParameters.js: We’ve added the default interpupillary distance (IPD) and 
pupil size to the parameters you’re able to use. Additionally, we’ve written a 
function to calculate the pixel pitch of the monitor. 

● submit.js: Don’t modify this. It’s a script that runs to zip up your homework. If you 
change it, you run the risk of not submitting all required files. 

 

Areas of focus: 
You’ll be editing your fair share of GLSL in this assignment. We also ask you to 

understand the reasons for what we ask you to implement, which we expect to see reported in 
the PDF writeup. We ask you to read over all code files, especially the files that are new or have 
changed from last week’s assignment, like render.js and standardRenderer.js. 

Resources: 
● EE267 Lecture 6 Notes 
● WebGL API Quick Reference 
● OpenGL Shading Tutorials 
● Built in OpenGL Functions reference 

Hints: 
● Read over all the code and understand what additions and changes have been 

implemented. Having a solid comprehension of the code structure is important! 
● Start with anaglyph shading - it’s the easiest task. When implementing the modified View 

and Projection matrices for each eye, use the same helper functions 
computeViewTransform and computePerspectiveTransform but with different 
parameters. 

https://www.khronos.org/files/webgl/webgl-reference-card-1_0.pdf
https://www.opengl.org/sdk/docs/tutorials/TyphoonLabs/
http://www.shaderific.com/glsl-functions/
https://stanford.edu/class/ee267/lectures/lecture6.pdf


● We often mention Frame Buffer Objects, or FBOs. In Three.js, these are implemented 
with the class THREE.WebGLRenderTarget. Look into the Foveated, DoF, and 
Anaglyph shaders for implementation details. 

● Properly fusing the grid with your eyes is difficult in anaglyph shading, due to the lack of 
texture information. Don’t worry if this is difficult - focus on the teapots. 

● Look at the solution video posted on the course website! Your results should look like 
this. 

● You can switch the rendering mode by pressing your keyboard. 1: Standard rendering, 
2: Foveated rendering, 3: DoF rendering, 4: Anaglyph rendering 

Advanced notes: 
● If somebody wants to follow our coding style, we are following Mr.doob’s Code Style, 

which is a coding style used in Three.js. If you want, you can use ESLint with MDCS 
configuration. We don’t support it, but we encourage you to set it up. 

Submitting assignments: 
There’s a submit.js file that we include. Don’t touch it! But when you’re ready to submit, 

open the render.html file in your browser and drag the entire js folder onto the browser window. 
This will zip up all required files. Upload this zip file to gradescope with the .pdf writeup. 
 


